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1. Introduction

In [7], Nagao extended the Glauberman Correspondence to the non-coprime
case by restricting the attention to the 5-invariant ^-defect zero characters of a
finite group G acted by a finite p-group S. Concretely, if G is a complemented
normal subgroup of Γ and C is a set of representatives of G-conjugacy classes
of complements of G in Γ, Nagao showed that there exists a natural bijection
from the set of Γ-invariant ^-defect zero characters of G onto U 5ec {/^-defect
zero characters of CG(S)}, whenever Γ/G is a^-group.

Now we want to make no assumptions on Γ/G (although we will end up
making some assumptions on G) and still show that there exists a natural map
from some subset of the Γ-invariant characters of G (those who have p-defect
zero for the primes dividing |Γ/G|) into UseCIrr(CG(S)).

As we mention, we pay for this extra generality: we impose some conditions
on G (G must be τr-separable for the set of primes π dividing |Γ/G|). Also,
although defect zero characters of G will map into defect zero characters of
CG(S) it will not be true, in general, that our map is onto (think on a ττ-group
acted by another π -group with trivial fixed points subgroup). This will be the
case, however, when the Hall π -subgroups of Γ are nilpotent (as it happens in
Nagao's case). When Γ/G is a^>-group (and G is ^-solvable) we will certainly
show that our map coincides with Nagao's.

The key point in this note is to consider an interesting subset of the irredu-
cible characters of a finite group G acted by a finite group S whose order is non-
necessarily coprime to |G| . If Inds(G)={XeIrr(G) such that X=μG, where
μ is an 5-invariant character of an 5-invariant subgroup H of G with order
coprime to S}, then there exists a natural one to one map from Ind,s(G) into
Irr(CG(S)). We will show that the image of %GΞlnd5(G) is μ*c^s\ where μ*EE
lrr(CH(S)) is the Glauberman-Isaacs correspondent of μ^lττs(H). Of course,
one of the problems in this note will be to show that if μ induces irreducibly
to G, then μ* induces irreducibly to CG(S) (this was done in [6] when the
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( |G | , I *S I )=1. Now, of course, we are not assuming that the orders of G and
S are coprime).

This work has been done during a stay of the author at the Univeristy of
Wisconsin-Madison supported by a Fulbright-Ministerio de Educacion y Cien-
cia fellowship. I would like to thank the Mathematics Department for its
hospitality.

2. Preliminaries

While Nagao makes use of general block theory for proving his correspon-
dence, the tools we use here to prove ours are basically our main result in [6]
and Isaacs τr-theory. Since modular theory for sets of primes is only available

for 7r-separable groups we have to restrict ourselves from the very beginning
to this class of groups.

If S acts on G coprimely, let us denote by *: Irrs(G)-»Irr(CG(S)) the

Glauberman-Isaacs correspondence. Next is our main result in [6].

(2.1) Theorem. Suppose that S acts on G coprimely and assume that H
is an S-invariant subgroup of G. If μ^lrrs(H) induces μGe!rr(G) then (μc)*=

Proof. See Theorem A of [6].

If π is any set of primes, let us say that Xelrr(G) has τr-defect zero if
«= I G I* (i.e., % has ^-defect zero for any prime p in π).
The following are easy properties of τr-defect zero characters.

(2.2) Proposition.
(a) Let Hbea subgroup of G and let μ e Irr(/f ) with μG=X^ Irr(G). Then

% has π -defect zero if and only if μ has π-defect zero.

(b) If N is a normal subgroup of G and %^Irr(G) has π-defect zero, then
every irreducible constituent of XN has π-defect zero.

Proof. See, for instance, (3.2) of [1].

The next result is less trivial. The referee has found a shorter proof of it

by using projective representations.

(2.3) Theorem. Suppose that % is a π-defect zero character of a π-
separable group G. If %0 χG) is homogeneous, then G is a π' -group.

Proof. Let (C7, θ) be a maximal τr-factorable subnormal pair of G below
%(see(3.1) and (3.2) of [4]). Now, since U is subnormal in G and % has τr-defect
zero, by (2.2.b) it follows that θ has τr-defect zero. Because θ is ττ-factorable,
by definition, we can write θ=aβ, where α^Irr(C7) is τr-special and
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is ^'-special. Let H be a Hall ττ-subgroup of U. Then \H\=θ(l)«=a(l).
Now, since a is τr-sρecial, by Proposition (6.1) of [2], aff is irreducible. By de-
grees, necessarily H=l and thus t/c O^G). Since the irreducible characters
of O^/(G) are obviously ^-factorable, by maximality U=O^(G). (This shows
that the maximal τr-factorable subnormal pairs below a ττ-defect zero character
are of the form (O*/(G), 0). By (4.5) of [4], θ is G-invariant if and only if G is
a π '-group. This proves the theorem.

In [4], for ^-separable groups, G, Isaacs constructed a canonical set of ir-
reducible complex characters, B^G), whose restrictions to the classes of the
7Γ-elements of G behave like the irreducible Brauer characters (this set of
* 'irreducible' ' restrictions is denoted by /<(G) ([5]) and, of course, when π=pr,
I<(G)=IBr(G).

The way of defining B«(G) is complicated. Basically, for each %e!rr(G)
(where G is a τr-seρ arable group), Isaacs associates to %, in a canonical way, a
pair (W, γ), where W^G, γeΙrr(PF) is τr-factorable and γG=% (see (4.6) of
[4]). The pair (W, γ) is uniquely determined up to G-conjugacy and the pairs
(W, 7) in the G-class are called the nuclei for %. B«(G) are those %e!rr(G)
such that j is ^-special.

It is well known that ^-defect zero characters restricted to the ^-regular
classes are irreducible Brauer characters. The same happens for ^-defect
zero characters.

(2.4) Theorem. If %^Irr(G) has π-defect zero, where G is a π-separable
group, then

Proof. Let (W, γ) be a nucleus for %. Since 7G=%, by (2.2a), γ has
7r-defect zero. Since γ is τr-factorable, the same argument used in (2.3) tells
us that W is a jr'-group. Therefore γ is Tr'-special and thus %e5</(G).

3. The set Inds(G)

For convenience let us write our hypothesis.

(3.1) Hypothesis. Suppose that S acts on G and let T=GS be the semi-
direct product. If π is the set of primes dividing | S \ , we will assume that
G, and therefore Γ, is ^-separable.

We will denote by Inds(G)={%eIrr(G) such that X=μG, where μ is an
S-invariant character of an S-invariant subgroup H of G with (|ίΓ|, |S|)=1}.

If %e!nds(G), then %(!)<= |GU and thus % has τr-defect zero. There-
fore, by (2.4), %^B^(G). Since Γ/G is a τr-group and % is Γ-invariant, by

(6.3) of [4], % has a unique extension %^5^/(Γ).
Our first (easy) objective is to show that if %e!nd5(G) then % has some
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S-invariant constituent upon restriction to a normal subgroup. The following
will be widely generalized in Section 5.

(3.2) Theorem. If %e!nds(G) and Y is a normal S-invarίant π'-
subgroup of G, then %γ has some S-invariant irreducible constituent.

Proof. Write X=μG, where μ(Ξlrrs(H), H is S-invariant and ( \H \ , | S \ )
= 1. Then HY is also S-invariant and has order coprime with |S|. Now μHY

e!rrs(flΎ) and by (13.27) of [3], (μHY)γ, and hence %r, has an S-invariant
irreducible constituent.

Now we want to distinguish some of the S-invariant irreducible constituents
of %r, where %e!nds(G) and Y is as in (3.2). We will say that ae!rrs(Y)
is good for %e!nds(G) if there exists an S-invariant π '-subgroup H of G
containing Y with some μ ̂  Irrs(/f | a) such that μG=X. Observe that in Theo-
rem (3.2) it is shown that there exists a good constituent for any %e!nds(G).

We need an immediate fact about good constituents.

(3.3) Proposition. Let %e!nds(G), let Y be a normal S-invariant π'-
subgroup of G and let α€Ξlrr s(Y) be an irreducible constituent of %r. Then
a is good for % if and only if the Clifford correspondent of % over a lies in Inds(Γ)
where T=IG(ά) is the stabilizer of a in G.

Proof. Let η^\rr(T\ά) be the Clifford correspondent of % over a (i.e.,
^G=%). If a is good for % we may choose an S-invariant τr'-subgroup H of G
with μ^lns(H) over a and with μ,G=%. Since Tf}H is the inertia subgroup
of a in H, we pick τe!rrs(Γ Γ\H\a) with τH=μ. Then TG=% and by the
uniqueness of the Clifford correspondent, TT=ΎJ. This shows that η^Inds(T).
On the other hand, if 97— δr, where δelrrs(/) and/ is a Tr'-subgroup of Γ, then
(δ/r)G=% and since SJY lies over α, a is good for %.

A key result in this paper will be to show that good constituents for
Inds(G) are CG(S)-conjugate. This is something which requires, we believe,
a nontrivial amount of ^-theory.

First of all we need the following application of Glauberman's Lemma
(13.8 and 13.9 of [3]).

(3.4) Lemma. Suppose that S acts on G coprimely. Let ΛΓciMcΞG be
normal S-invariant subgroups of Gy and let %e!rrs(G) lying over Θ^Iτ
Then there exists η^lrϊs(M) lying under % and over θ.

Proof. See Lemma (2.3) of [8].

(3.5) Theorem. Assume (3.1). Suppose that %<Ξlnds(G) and let

Irr5(Y) be a good constituent for %, where Y is a normal S-invariant πr -subgroup
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of G. Then there exists a nucleus (V,<γ) of % with YS^V and with γγ con-
taining θ. Also, (V Π G, γ rnc) « a nucleus for % and V Π G is a π'-group.

Proof. We argue by induction on | G \ . First of all we claim that there ex-
ists an S-invariant pair (Z7, α), where U=O*'(G), with (Y, 0)<(t/, tf)<(G, X)
and with a. good for %. To prove the claim, suppose that %=μ,G, where μ£=
Irrs(H), H is an *Sf-invariant π '-subgroup of G and μγ contains θ. Now consider
μHUGlτrs(HU). By the previous Lemma we may choose a^Irrs(U) over θ
and under μffu. Certainly a is good for % and this proves the claim.

Now (t/, a) is a τr-factorable subnormal pair of Γ below %eβ^/(Γ). By
(3.2) of [4], we may choose (X, -η) a maximal τr-factorable subnormal pair of Γ

such that (17, ά)<(X, ??)<(Γ, %). By (5.2) of [4], observe that -η is r '-special.
Since | X: X Π G \ is a τr-number and -η has ττ'-degree, we have that ηxt\c is ir-
reducible. Since X Π G<X, by (4.1) of [2], ηxt\G is also τr'-special and, in parti-
cular, zr-factorable. As it was said in the proof of (2.3), since % has zr-defect
zero, we know that (U,a) is a maximal τr-factorable subnormal pair below %.
Therefore U= X Γ[G and hence X/U is a τr-group. By Lemma (6.1) of [4], S
fixes X. Since -ηx(]G=a and X/U is a τr-grouρ, η is the unique ^r'-special
character of X over a ((6.1) of [2]). Therefore η is ^-invariant and by the same
reasons, Tf]G=IG(a)9 where 2WΓ(X, 97) (see (4.4) of [4]). Observe that

Now, by (4.4) of [4], we can find ^^lrr(T\rj) such that ι/rr=% and notice

that (ψt

T(\G)G=='X' and that ι/rrnG is the Clifford correspondent of % over a. Since
a is good for %, by (3.3), then Λ/r rnGeInd s(Γ Π G).

We want now to apply an inductive hypothesis, so we must check that θ is
good for -ψ Γ nc But this is easy: since by (3.3) a is good for ^JrTf]G and θ lies
under α, certainly 0 is good for tyTr\G. Now, since <ψ>^B#'(T) (because, by de-

finition, the nuclei for αlr are nuclei for %), if follows that ψ>τr\G=ψ. If Γ<G,
the theorem follows by induction.

If a is G-invariant, by (2.3), G is a π '-group, % is τr'-special (because % has
Λ

τr'-degree and lies in BΛ/(Γ), (5.4) of [4]), and hence % is r-factorable. Then,
F=Γ and this proves the theorem.

We will give a more general result of the following in Section 5. Now we
prove what we really need to show the existence of our correspondence.

(3.6) Corollary. Assume (3.1). Let %e!nds(G) and let a and β^.
Irr5(O</(G)) be good for X. Then a and β are conjugate in CG(S).

Proof. By Theorem (3.5), there exist nuclei (V, γ) and (W, η) for % such

that S^VΓ\W and with 7orf/(G) and ^/(G) containing a and β, respectively.

Since (Otf/(G), α) and (OΛ/(G), β) are maximal r-factorable pairs below %, and
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and (WΠG, -ηWt\G) are nuclei for X, it follows that r^/cc) and

?7(V(G) are multiples of a and β, respectively. Now by (3.2) of [4], (F, y)*=

(W, 97), for some #eG. Since S* and S are Hall τr-subgroups of W=(W Π G)S,
it follows that Sgw=S, for some w(=WΓ(G. Then ̂  <Ξ CG(*S) and y^=7i

w=ri.
Therefore, agw=β, as wanted.

4. A correspondence of characters

We need an easy Lemma.

(4.1) Lemma. Suppose that S acts on G and let Y be a normal S -invariant
subgroup of G with (I Y\, \S\)=1. Ifθ<Ξlrrs(Y) then IG(θ)nCG(S)=ICσω(θ*).

Proof. By naturality, if x is any automorphism of YS fixing S, we have that
(θx)*=(θ*)x.

(4.2) Theorem. Assume (3.1) and suppose that H is an S-invariant sub-
group of G with ( I H |, | S\ ) = 1 . Let a e Irrs(H) with aG e Irr(G) . Then (a*)c*^
e Irr(CG(S)). Also, if J is another S-invariant subgroup of G with (\J\, \ S \ )= 1
andβ(Ξlϊrs(J) is such that /3G6Ξlrr(G), then aG=βG if and only if (a*)ce&=

Proof. We argue by induction on |G| . Let U=O^(G), K=HU and μ=
aκ<=Irrs(K). By Theorem A of [6], we have that M*=α*c^s>eIrr(C^(S)).

Now let Θ^Irτs(U) be an irreducible constituent of μσ. Since aG has π-
defect zero and θ is a constituent of (aG)U9 by (2.3), it follows that T=IG(Θ)<G
or G is a zr'-group. In the latter case, K—G and #*ce<(s)=α*c*(5) is irreduci-
ble. So we may assume that T<G.

Since TΓ\K=IK(Θ), let 8^lrr(TΓ(K\θ) with 8K= μ. By uniqueness,
notice that 8 is S-invariant. Again, by Theorem A of [6], δ*c κ(5) = μ* is ir-
reducible. Now, δΓe!rr(Γ), ΓΠ-SΓ is an S-invariant subgroup of T with
( I T Π K I , I S I )= 1 and by induction, δ*cr<s>=(δr)* is irreducible. Since δ lies

over θ, by (5.3) of [9], δ* lies over 0*. By (4.1), CΓ(S)=/Cβ(S)(0*) and hence
δ*c*<5> e!rr(CG(S)). Now, α*c^S)-^*c^S)-δ*c^s> is irreducible.

Now, suppose that / is another iS-invariant subgroup of G with ( | J \ , | S | )
= 1 and that /3<Ξlrrs(/) is such that /3GeIrr(G). Let L=JU and let -η=βL<Ξ
Irrs(L). Let z/eIrrs(C7) be an irreducible constituent of -ηu and let I=*IG(v).
Since / Π L=IL(v), we may choose T e Irr(/ Γ\L\v) with τL=η. By Theorem A
of [6], we have that yg*cz(s)_97*:=τ*cz(S)>

Suppose first that aG=/3G=X. We want to show that a*
c&^=β*c^9 and

certainly, we may replace (L,η) and (K, μ) by CG(S)-conjugates. Now %^
Inds(G) and z; and θ are good constituents for %. By (3.6), we know that v and
0 are CG(*S)-conjugate. So we may assume in fact that v=θ and hence I=T.
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Also, Sτ=ττ, because both are the Clifford correspondents of % over θ=v.
If T=G, then G is a τr'-group, and then a*c^=OC*=β*c^9 by Theorem

A of [6]. If T<G, by induction, §*cτ(s}=τ*cτ(s^ and then

Suppose now that α*cβ(S)=/9*cβ(S)=5. Since both θ* and p* lie under £,
it follows that θ*c—v* for some c^CG(S). Then 5C— z; and certainly we may

assume that θ= v. In this case, δ*c^(S)=r*c^(5), because CT(S)=IC&(S)(Θ*) and
both are the Clifford correspondents of G over θ*. If G is a τr'-group, by Theo-
rem A of [6], we have that (aG)*=(βG)* and then aG=βG. Otherwise, T<G

and by induction, Sτ=ττ and hence aG=8G=τG=βG.

By Theorem (4.2), we have defined an injective map (which we will continue
denoting by *) from Inds(G) into Irr(CG(S)). The image of this map is in the
set of 7r-defect zero characters of CG(S), but we do not know exactly what it is in
general. We will have control on it, however, when the Hall τr-subgroups of

T are nilpotent. Another observation is that we have assumed zr-separability
on G. Is this really necessary? Since the relationship between Glauberman-
Isaacs correspondents is so tight, perhaps Theorem (4.2) is true with complete
generality.

5. Clifford theory and the correspondence

Suppose that %^Inds(G) and let N be a normal S-invariant subgroup of
G. When N is a π '-group, we distinguished in Irrs(ΛΓ) the good constituents
of XN. Now, in more genrality, we say that Θ^Irrs(N) is good for %Glnds(G)
if θ lies under % and the Clifford correspondent of % over θ lies in Inds(/G(0)).
By (3.3), observe that when ΛΓ is a π '-group the new definition agrees with that
in Section 3.

Now we give a Clifford type theorem for Inds-characters. It also extends
Corollary (3.6).

(5.1) Theorem. Assume (3.1). Let %^Ind5(G) and let N be a normal
S-invariant subgroup of G. Then there exists a good θ e Irr5(ΛΓ) for % and all

of them are conjugate in CG(S). Also, good constituents are Inds-characters.

Proof. We argue by induction on | G | . Let Y= O^(N] and let a e Irrs( Y)

be good for %. Let μ^Inds(T) be the Clifford correspondent of X over a and
observe that if δ is any irreducible constituent of μTnN, then SN^Irr(N) and

IG(δ") Π ΪWΓ(8), by Clifford theory.
Suppose first that N= Y. By (3.2) and (3.3), in this case we only have to

prove that if a and β are two good irreducible constituents of XNy then a and
β are CG(S)-conjugate. By (3.5), we know that there exists /S-invariant nuclei
(F, 7) and (W9 -η) for %, where V and W are π '-groups, such that a and β are
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irreducible constituents of γ^ and ηN, respectively. Now the same argument
given in (3.6) shows us that (F, j)c=(W, 97), for some c^CG(S). Therefore,
of and β are two S-invariant irreducible constituents of ηN. By Glauberman's
Lemma (13.9) of [3], in the action in (13.27) of [3], ac and β are CίΓ(S)-conjugate
and hence CG(S)-conjugate.

Now suppose that Y<N and hence T<G (if a is G-invariant, since every
irreducible constituent of %^ has τr-defect zero, by (2.3), Y=N). Then, by
induction, μTt\N has some good irreducible constituent, all of them are GΓ(S)-
conjugate and lie in lnds(TΓ\N). If δ is any one of them, notice that 8N^
Ind5(ΛΓ). Let I=IG(SN) and let £<Ξlrr(7 n T\8) be with ετ=μ. Since δ
is good for μ, it follows that εeInds(/ΠΓ). Now, 8G= %^Irr(G), £7e
Irr(/|δ") is the Clifford correspondent of % over δ" and also £7elnds(/ f) Γ).
Therefore, δ^ is good for % and lies in Inds(ΛΓ).

Now suppose that τ^Irrs(ΛΓ) is also good for % and let Λ/r^Irr(/G(τ)) the
Clifford correspondent of % over r. Let a0^Irrs(Y) be a good consitutent for
τ/r and observe that a0 is good for % and that a0 lies under r. By the first part
of the proof, a0 is CG(S)-conjugate to a and hence it is no loss of generality to as-
sume that a0=a. Since a is good for ilr, let £eInds(/G(τ) (Ί T) over a be such
that ξre(r)=ψ>. Then ξτ=μ, by the uniqueness of the Clifford correspondents
and, since (ξT(\N)N is a multiple of r, again we have that ξTΓ\N is a multiple of
someφelrrΐΓnΛΓ) with φ^=τ. Now, since IG(τ)Γ(T=Iτ(φ), it follows that
φ is good for μ. By induction, φ=δc for some c<=CG(S). Then (δ")c=(δc)"
=φN=r and the theorem is proved.

Now we want to relate normal subgroups and the correspondence.

(5.2) Theorem. Assume (3.1). Let N be a normal S-invarίant subgroup
of G and let Θ^Inds(N) be invariant in G. If %<Ξlnds(G), then [XN, <9]ΦO

Proof. We argue by induction on | G | . Suppose first that N is a π '-group.
Since %Glnds(G), by the very definition, we may find an S-invariant pair (W, 7)
with N^Wy with W a τr'-grouρ and with γG=%. Then χ*=γ*c<?(s). Notice

that [%„, 0]ΦO if and only if [</„, 0]ΦO. By (5.3) of [9], [</„, 0]ΦO if and only

if [Ύc^-(s), 0*]ΦO. Since (9* is CG(5')-invariant (because ((θ*)x=(θx)* for any
automorphism x of NS fixing S), [7*^(s)> ^*]ΦO if and only if [%c^(s)> ^*]ΦO,
as wanted.

Suppose now that Y=O^(N)<N and let a^Irΐs(Y) be good for %. Let

T=IG(a) and, by (3.3), let ^eInds(T) the Clifford correspondent of % over α.
Observe, again, that if δ is any irreducible constituent of μτΓ\N, then SN^Irτ(N)
and /G(δ*) Γi T=Iτ(δ), by Clifford theory. By the definition of the map we have

that %*=(μ*)c<?<s> and (δ")*=(δ*)c ̂ s>. Also T<G
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Suppose first that θ lies under %. Since (μTN)N is a multiple of 0, μTπN is
a multiple of some δ^Irr(!ΓnΛΓ), where δ is the Clifford correspondent of θ
over a. By (5.1), observe that δe!nds(T Γl N). By induction, we have that μ*
lies over δ*. Since μ*M5>=:%* and δ*W=0*, %* lies over 0*, as wanted.

Suppose now that X* lies over 0*. We know that 0* is OG(S)-invariant,

and thus %*^(s) is a multiple of 0*. By (5.1), let η^Inds(N) be under X. By
the first part of the proof, 97* lies under %*. Therefore, 77*=$* and hence η=θ,
as wanted.

With the help of Theorem (5.2), we can now show that if the Hall τr-sub-
groups of Γ are nilpotent, then Ind5(G)* is exactly the set of τr-defect zero
characters in Irr(OG(S)).

Firxt, we need an easy fact about BΛ-characters.

(5.3) Lemma. Let G be a π-separable group and let X&B^G). Sup-
pose that \ = G0<G1<\ <\GS=G is a normal series of G where every GJGi+1 is a

π-group or a π' -group. If %G. is homogeneous for every ί, then X has π-degree.

Proof. We argue by induction on | G| . Write %G^=eθ, where
(by (7.5) of [4]) and θ has τr-degree by induction. If G\Gl is a π -group, then
e is a 7r-number and so is %(1). If G\G± is a n '-group, by (6.5) of [4], e=\ and
the result follows.

(5.4) Theorem. Assume (3.1). Let α e!rr(CG(S)) be a π-defect zero
character. If the Hall π-subgroups of Y are nilpotent y there exists %Glnd5(G)

with X*=α.

Proof. Let N be a normal S-invariant subgroup of G and suppose that

crepes) is not homogeneous. Let v^Irτ(CN(S)) be a constituent of cίCjr(sϊ an(l
let τelrr(/|z;) be such that τc^S)=α, where /=/c^(s)(^) BY (2 2), v and T have
7r-defect zero. By induction, let Θ^Inds(N) be such that θ*=v and write T=
IG(Θ). Since TΓ(CG(S)= I<OG(S), it follows that T<G. By induction, let
Λ/reInds(TI) be such that ψ*=τ. By (5.2), ψ lies over θ and hence ψGe!rr(G).
By the definition of Inds(G) and the map, ψ>G€Ξlnds(G) and (ψG)*=(ψ*)c^s^

τ

cώs)=(x. So we may assume that for any normal *S-invariant subgroup N of

G, (XCN(SΪ is homogeneous.
Since Γ is τr-separable, we may produce a normal series in CG(S) with zr

or π '-factors by intersecting with CG(5) a chief series of Γ. Thus, by (2.4)
and (5.3), α has τr'-degree. Since a has τr-defect zero, it follows that CG(S)
is a π '-group. If G itself is a ?r '-group the Theorem is true by the Glauberman-
Isaacs Correspondence. Otherwise, if H> 1 is an 5-invariant Hall τr-subgroup
of G, since HS is nilpotent, we have C#(5)>1, which is a contradiction.

Finally, we point out that when S is a p-group (and G is ^-solvable) our
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map coincides with Nagao's. If we assume (3.1) and C is a complete set of re-
presentatives of G-conjugacy classes of complements of G in Γ, first we show
that the set of Γ-invariant ττ-defect zero characters of G is exactly the disjoint
union U QecIndQ(G). Secondly, we will show that if P, geO, and CG(P)=
CG(Q) has a ^-defect zero character then P=Q. Nagao's map will be the
"disjoint union" of our maps.

If % is a Γ-invariant τr-defect zero character of G, we know that X^B^(G)

and that there is a unique XGΰ^Γ) extending %. If (F", γ) is a nucleus for, %
then by (6.2) of [4], (V Π G, 7vf]G) is a nucleus for %, where V Π G is a zr'-group
(because % has τr-defect zero). Now, if Q is a Hall τr-subgroup of F, then F=
(V Π G)<2 with Q Π G=l and hence 0 is a complement of G in Γ (because (γΓ)G

is irreducible). By conjugating by an appropriate element we may assume that
QeC and therefore, that %<ΞlndQ(G). Also, if %e!ndP(G) ΠlndQ(G), where
P, Q^O, by (3.5), we know that P and Q are Hall τr-subgroups of two nucleus

of %. By (3.5), the nuclei of X are Γ-conjugate. Since GP=GQ=Γ, it follows
that Q and P are G-conjugate, as wanted.

For the second part, since groups with a ^-defect zero character have no

nontrivial normal ̂ -subgroups, it suffices to show the following.

(5.5) Lemma. Suppose that G is a normal complemented subgroup of Γ,
where Γ/G is a p-group. Let P and Q be complements of G in T and assume

that CG(P)=CG(Q)=D. If OP(D)=19 then P and Q are G-conjugate.

Proof. Let M= CΓ(D). Since M contains both P and Q, M=P(M Π G)=
Q(MΠG). Now,0MnG(Q)=DnMΓ\G==CD(D)==Z(D)iszp'-group. Now we
claim that | M Π G | is not divisible by p, and observe that if the claim is proved,
by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, the lemma follows. Let 71 be a Sylow
^-subgroup of M containing Q. Then Γ Π M Γl G is a Q-invariant Sylow p-
subgroup of MflG. If M f l G is divisible by p, then CτnMr\G(Q) is nontrivial
and this is a contradiction with the fact that CM(]G(Q) is a p'-group.

To end, by (12.1) of [7], it suffices to porve the following. (Recall that
in the Glauberman correspondence, when the group acting is a ^>-grouρ, the

correspondent of % is the unique irreducible constituent %* of %C(?(s) with
multiplicity not divisible by p. Also [%C(?(s)> %*] = ! modp ((13.14) and (13.21)
of [3])).

(5.6) Theorem. Assume (3.1) with S a p-group. Let %e!rrs(G) and

let ^e!nd5(G). Then [%cβte>, ι?*]Ξ[X> ?] mod^.

Proof. Write η=SG

9 where δelrrs(/) and / is an S-invariant πr-
subgroup of G. Since %/ is S-invariant, we certainly may write

μ) ,
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where every irreducible constituent of Δ is 5-invariant, and A is the set of

the nontrivial 5-orbits of irreducible constituents of %/. If we pick μ^A for

every ΛeΛ, we may write

Now [%cβ(s), J7*]=PCc0te)» (δ*)C6£(S)]=[%cj(s)» δ*] = [Δcj(s), δ*] = [Δ, δ] mod/),
where the last congruence follows by (13.14) and (13.21) of [3].

Since δ is S-invariant, [Δ, δ] = [%/, δ] — [%, η\ mod/>, as wanted.
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